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GOOD NEW$ FROM _ GERMANY 
The German guitar association "GITARRISTISCHE VEREINIGUNG ". has 

been revived under the leadership of Dr. Fritz Walter Wiedemann of Munich and 
reports of wide-spread guitaristic activities have been received. Dr. Wiedemann informs 
us that the aims of "G.V." are the same as those of C.G.A. and we wish every success 
to him and his society which has members in all parts of Germany and in Austria. 

CONTEMPORARY GUITARIST (No. 4) 
In the musical life of ALEXANDER BELLOW it was love at first 

"sound"! The voice of the guitar spoke to this musical soul with a charm so 
fresh and keen that from that moment he knew that this was the instrument 
to which he would devote himself for the rest of his life. 

It was on a summer evening that the young Bellow, then but fifteen years 
years of age, heard an instrument being played on a balcony in the darkness 
of the evening. He stood entranced listening for two hours and wondering 
what instrument could make such heavenly music. It was not until t4e follow
ing day that he was able to discover the name of the instrument that was to 
set his future course. 

"I saw a guitar", he recalls, "and from that moment I knew this to 
be my instrument before all others!" 

Thus in 1927 began a quarter century of devotion to the classic -guitar. 
The years have brought hard work as well as achievement, but above .all the 
satisfaction of giving to others a realisation of the beauty, the subtlety, and 
the range of the guitar when played with musicianship and set to interpreting 
the masters of music. 

Alexander Bellow's choice of the guitar, while arising from a spon
taneous love of this classic instrument, rests upon an extraordinarily thorough 
musical education. He was born into a music-loving family in Russia in 1912. 
His father was a business man. 

At the age of six Alexander started lessons on the piano, although he 
confesses that he did so with great reluctance. It was only due to strictness 
on the part of his parents that he continued his studies. He entered the 
Conservatory of Music where _he later transferred to the Faculty of 
Composition. "I soon realised," be states, "that I would never be a great 
pianist but I felt ever so strongly attracted to the study of harmony and 
composition." . . 

He attained a degree that qualified htm as a symphony orchestra conductor 
and after graduation from the Conservatory soon acquired experience in a 
variety of positions as conductor. He was teaching along with his other work, 
but the pressure of . these combined duties did not banish the thought of the 
guitar as his first love. In fact, it was his knowledge of the violin, cello, and 
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harp that helped him in mastering the guitar. In his youth he had first looked 
for a good guitar teacher, but not finding-one started to practise by himself. 
The difficulties were great and his final mastery of the classical guitar was 
the outgrowth of his musical knowledge and experience gained over the years. 

He taught the guitar at the Conservatory of Gottingen for four years and 
and also began appearing as a concert guitarist and on the radio. 

His greatest interest has been in organising and conducting guitar 
ensembles, first in Europe and now in the United States. The most important 
need was for appropriate music, which, however, he had to arrange himself. 

His enthusiasm for the guitar and his 'skill as a teacher is well reflected 
by the success that he bas had with bis own daughtet. At dinner one e:vening 
in February 1950, Andres Segovia, a family friend, expressed surprise that 
Mr. Bellow had never thought of teaching the guitar to his eleven-year-old 
daughter, Natalie. This was a new idea to Mr. Bellow who felt that eleven 
years old might be too young, but Segovia pointed out that his own start in 
learq.in8 to play the guitar had been at the age of ten years. Under her 
father's direction, Natalie made wonderful progress and within a year she 
was able to play second guitar in the sixteen-piece classic guitar ensemble 
which be conducts for the Society of the Classic Guitar. 

At the present time Mr. Bellow teaches classical guitar and harmony in 
his own studio in New York. 

TARREGA DAY CELEBRATIONS 
December 15th, 1951 was the 42nd anniversary of the death of Francisco 

Tarrega. The suggestion to observe this date as "Tarrega Day" has been 
approved by many guitarists and guitar organisations. Recent support for 
the idea has come from the Society of the Classic Guitar (New York) and 
the following reports of special celebrations have been received up to the time 
of going to press. · 

VALEN CIA, SPAIN 
1\ Solemn Act of Commemoration of the Day of Tarrega took place on 

December 15th at the Centro Instructivo Musical de Benimaclet. Manuel 
Marco, a noted orator, opened the proceedings and introduced a brilliant young 
Valencian guitarist, Antonio Company, who played the following music by 
Tarrega: Pavana, Adelita, Mazurka en Sol, Sevilla (Albeniz arr. Tarrega), and 
Recuerdos de la Alhambra·. Seiior Marco recited a poem "La Musica" by 
Francisco Andres and then followed the reading of a lecture on Francisco 
Tarrega written by the Venezuelan guitarist, Manuel E. Perez Diaz. 

For the second part of his recital of Tarrega's music Antonio Company 
playt_d Gavota, Gran Vals, Capricho Arabe and Gran Iota. After another 
poem the Rondalla Valencia conducted by Patricio Galindo played a number 
of items and the celebrations were brought to a close by Sr. Marco. 

The souvenir programme contained a biographical article on Francisco 
Tarrega written by Patricio Galindo. 

JOUANNES·IIUllG, SOUTH AFRICA 
The South African Guitar Society held a special "Evening of Homage" 

to Francisco Tarrega on December 15th. Jorge Ryss gave a recital of (a) 
Tarrega's Original compositions- Five Preludes, two Mazurkas, Rosita (polka), 
Pavana, Gavota (Maria), Capricho Arabe and Recuerdos de la Alhambra. 
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(b) Tarrega's transcriptions: Andante (Haydn), Serenata (Malats), Granada 
(Albeniz), Tremolo Study (Gottschalk). (c) Works dedicated to Tar:rega: 
Cuatro Notas Sentidas (Pascual Roch), Elegia (Daniel Fortea), Homenaje a 
Tarrega (Turina-Segovia), Hommage a Tarrega (Miguel Abloniz). 

After an address on "The Life of Francisco Tarrega" the following 
gramophone records of Tarrega's music were enjoyed: Adele Kramer's playing 
of "Gran Jota"; Canzonetta de Mendelssohn, Etude Brillante de Alard, Danza 
Mora and Minueto played by Segovia. 
&ARCELONA, SPAIN 

The Society, Pefia Guitarristica Ta.rrega, celebrated "Tarrega Day" on 
December 16th in a manner worthy of the city where the Maestro spent a 
considerable part of his life. 

In the morning after a special service at the church of St. Ana there was 
a reception at which the "Tarrega Prize" was presented to Sefior Carlos Santias 
for his efforts in the organisation of a large and efficient society of guitarists in 
Spain. A "wine of honor" was served and speeches were made. Sefior . 
Fernandez Lavie brought messages of greeting from several guitar societies 
including The Classic Guitar Association. 

Diplomas of Honorary Membership were presented to the son and 
daughter of the Maestro, D. Francisco Tarrega Rizo and Ona. Maria Tarrega 
Rizo and also to several distinguished members of the society. 

In the afternoon a magnificent concert was given. It opened with an 
interesting lecture on "Francisco Tarrega" by Carlos Santias and the showing 
of a documentary film: "Huellas de Tarrega" (Footsteps of Tarrega). 

Carlos Santias then gave a recital of guitar solos including Preludes Nos. 
1 and 5, Recuerdos de la Alhambra and Capricho Arabe by Tarrega, also 
first 'performances of compositions by himself and Graciano Tarrag6. The 
concert ended with a recital of music for two guitars played by Renata and 
Graciano Tarrag6. This included works by Handel, Haydn , Albeniz and 
Serrano transcribed by Maestro Tarrag6 and also the first performance of his 
original composition "Recuerdo a Tarrega". The theatre was completely 
filled by the largest audience in the history of Pefia Guitarristica Tarrega and 
there was no doubt of the enthusiasm of that audience. 

In the evening there was a special broadcast from Radio Barcelona in 
which Sefior Juan Ruano (Hon. Secretary) gave a brief account of the Day 
and this was followed by a short recital of Tarrega's music played by Sefior 
Fernandez Lavie. Mr. and Miss Tarrega Rizo thanked them at the 
microphone. In an intervie~ Mr. Lavie told Spanish listeners about the 
guitar societies throughout the world and congratulated the Pefia Tarrega 
in the name of the Classic Guitar Association. Miss Corrine Leckie, daughter 
of Dr. Walter Leckie, Tarrega's best English friend, told a short anecdote 
about her father's friendship with the Maestro when they played the guitar 
together in England. 

So ended a most successful day. 
CHELTENHAM, ENGLAND 

Cheltenham Classic Guitar Circle held a special meeting in honour of 
Francisco Tarrega on December 29th. In his opening address Mr. L. T. 
Bridell, president of the Circle and of C.G.A. said that the suggestion to 
observe the anniversary of the death of Francisco Tarrega, which was made 
about a year ago by Mr. W. M. Appleby, had aroused universal interest. 
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Among greetings from guitarists throughout the world was a special 
message from the important Spanish organisation, Pena Guitarristica Tarrega 
sent on the occasion of its Tarrega Day Celebrations. 

The following programme of music by Tarrega was then played: 
Mr. C. E. Robins 

Mr. Eric Dance 
Mrs. Kay Appleby 

Mr. W. M. Appleby r 

Prelude 
Recuerdos de la Alhambra 
Study 
Prelude 
Adelita (Mazurka) 
Rosita (Polka) 
Prelude No. 5 (Dedicated to 

Dr. Walter Leckie) 
Study (Prudent arr. Tarrega) 
Prelude (Chopin , arr. Tarrega) 
Chorale (Handel, arr. Tarrega) 

During an interval an article on "Tarrega as Teacher" by Emilio Pujol was 
read. 

It is not too early to commence to plan "Tarrega Day" celebrations for 
December 1952. 

ARTISTIC GUITAR PLAYING 
By Albert Valdes-Blain, Jr. 

The sincere student may become bewildered, with so many methods now 
in print, as to the correct approach to studying the guitar. The so-called 
Tarrega School has taken a prominent place in the . guitar world and every 
leading advocate of this school claims it is the only correct way to play the 
instrument. There are many fine points to this school, of course, which must 
be followed in order to obtain a really fluent and modern technique. However, 
I can assure you that the most renowned guitarist of today does not follow all 
the rules as they were laid down by the pupils of Tarrega and, perhaps, that is 
why his playing is so artistic. 

Following methods to the letter without using a little imagination can 
only lead to a stilted style of playing and unimpressive musical results. It is 
wrong to state that you should always pluck this way or that. The · question 
of plucking is very flexible; there are too many exceptions to permit us to 
follow a steadfast set of rules. That is why going to an artist-teacher is so 
important. He can show you in a comparatively short time what methods 
can never explain. As far as the sincere artist is concerned, he will use every 
possible means to achieve his artistic aim-to faithfully express and interpret 
in sound what the composer has put down on paper. 

For those who are unable to acquire the services of an artist-teacher, I 
would recommc.nd a thorough familiarity with the principles of both Aguado 
and Tarrega. Someday, perhaps, the guitartst will reach that point of technical 
mastery and musical knowledge when he will no longer need to use the 
methods, and instead, only follow his own artistic inclinations. On that day, 
he will start becoming an artist. 

The abiliy of the guitarist to acquire tone variation is, in my opinion, one 
of the most difficult things to master on our instrument. How few guitarists 
possess it! How few even realis·e its importance! How many guitarists spend 
half their lives trying to make all the tones they produce as even and as nearly 
the same as possible when what they actually should be doing is exploring the 

1 
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dynamic and different tone-color possibilities of the guitar. The guitar is a 
miniature orchestra, but some people play it as it were a miniature snare drum 
sounding a continuous, monotonous roll. 

Tone is the musical medium through which you express yourself, com
municate your musical sensitivity, and through which your real command of 
the instrument is manifested. You would not think of always speaking in a 
monotone; then, why play the guitar in that fashion? Contrast is the very 
soul of art. A guitarist should use variety of tone as the painter uses variety 
in color for the artistic purpose of giving life and interest to · bis creations. 

The two senses that play the leading role in the development of tone 
variation are the senses of touch and bearing combined with a good musical 
memory. In your daily practice try to employ judiciously all the different 
touches you possibly can. If you use and learn the two methods that were 
recommended, you will have developed a variety of different touches which, 
consequently, will give you a variety of tone colors to work with. But, of 
course, remembei; that it takes a real artist and a thorough musician to know 
bow to apply these instrumental effects properly. 

It will take time, patience, knowledge and a great deal of bard work, but 
the results will be worth it. 

(Mr. Valdes-Blain teaches the guitar in New York at Greenwich House 
Music School, The School for Musical Education, Brooklyn Conservatory 
of Music and at bis own studio.) 

" SILENT NIGHT, HOLY NIGHT " 
In a B.B.C. broadcast on December 18th Gerik Schjelderup told the story 

of this world-famous Christmas hymn. 
At the village of Oberndorf, in the Austrian province of Salzburg, the 

organ of the little church bad been damaged by a .flood just before Christmas 
1818. Father Josef Mohr wrote this Christmas hymn of seven verses and it 
was set to music with guitar accompaniment by bis friend Franz Gruber
schoolmaster and musician (1787- 1863). So on Christmas eve 1818, playing 
the accompaniment on their guitars, these two men led the first singing of 
this beautiful hymn, assisted by a choir of womens' voices. The manuscript, 
probably lost and forgotten, was found some time later by Karl Mauracher 
or Fiigen who came to repair the organ. From Fiigen, where he arranged for 
it to be sung, it was taken by merchants to the Leipzig Fair and thus spread 
throughout the world. 

The original version, slightly different from that now in use, was sung by 
a choir in the broadcast, accompanied on the guitar by Alexis Chesnakov. 

There is a stained-glass window in Oberndorf church portraying Franz 
Gruber with his guitar and some bars of his famous tune. 

" MUSIC OF THE SPHERES " 
There is an aspect of guitar music which is seldom expressed except by 

those who hear with an inward ear and are not necessarily musicians, and I 
have always longed that it may open the way to wider spheres of music for 
this most highly evolved instrument. 

When Segovia plays the Tarrega Tremolo Study there seems to be some
thing beyond the sound, a reverberation from another plane, and to myself 
I always call it "Angels' Music". Many people will have felt the same emotion, 
and it leads to the thought that the guitar would have a wonderful sacred power 
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played in a church. There is no other instrument which is played by two 
human hands with no material or mechanical assistance, and one could always 
imagine that angels would play guitars because the guitar can produce a pure 
sound, played by dedicated hands. 

On an occasion when carols were sung by a clear soprano voice during 
sacred tableaux, accompanied by guitar, members of the congregation actually 
expressed the thought afterwards that the guitar sounded "spiritual" and 
contributed greatly to the devotional atmosphere. 

May we hope that composers and arrangers of guitar music may be led 
to produce works which could be played in churches by groups of three or 
four guitarists, and so demonstrate that the guitar is indeed the angels' 
instrument. . JOAN PRIOR. 

MARIA I;UISA ANIDO 
About 70 recitals were given 

during 1951 by this famous Arg~n
tine guitarist in Uruguay, Brazil and 
Argentina. We hear that she hopes 
to give a recital in London in March. 

VICTORIA KINGSLEY 
After her recital in Brussels in 

December, Miss Kingsley paid a 
second visit to J ugoslavia, and after 
a recital in Malta she is booked for 
concerts in Paris. On February 20th 
she will give a recital at the Wigmore 
Hall , London. She sails for New 
York on March 15th. 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS 
The Society " Pena Guitarristica 

Tarrega" contemplates organising 
an international congress of gu itar
ists to be held in Barcelona within 
the next two years. 

FLUTE AND GUITAR 
The first broadcast -in England of 

an Entracte for flute and guitar by 
Jacques Ibert was heard on 
December 10th with Harold Clarke 
(flute) and JULIAN BREAM 
(guitar). It was a great pleasure to 
hear such a fine modern work for 
these two well-olended instruments. 
Jacques Ibert (b. Paris 1890) won 
the Prix de Rome in 1919 and was 
appointed Director of the French 
Academy in Rome in 1937. The 
Entracte was published in 1936. 

FESTIVAL SALUTE 
Tn Hollywood on November 10th 

the American Guitar Society pre
sented its third "British Composers' 
Programme"- "Honouri11g the 1951 
Festival of Britain". 

The music ranged from the 13th 
century to contemporary composers. In 
the first part Vahdah Olcott Bickford 
accompanied recorders on the lute. Then 
followed guitar duets, including a group • 
of pieces by Henry Purcell specially 
transcribed by Vahdah Bickford for the 
occasion; songs with guitar, guitar solos, 
etc. 

We feel sure that British guitarists 
appreciate this friendly gesture and wish 
to send thanks and greetings to the 
American Guitar Society. 

GRAMOPHONE 
In response to requests from 

C.G.A. members in several lands we 
give the name and address of a 
British firm who can supply the 
gramophone records mentioned in 
recent issues of "Guitar News". 
Write for particulars to: CA VEN
DISH HOUSE (CHELTENHAM) 
LIMITED, Gramophone Dept., 
CHELTENHAM (GLOS.) , ENG
LAND. 

An interesting list of guitar 
records is obtainable from Spanish 
Music Center, 1291, 6th Avenue, 

Tew York City 19, N.Y., U.S.A. It 
includes Long-Playing recordings by 
Segovia, Oyanguren, Rey de la 
Torre, Arguelles, Carlos Montoya, 
etc. 
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POET AND GUITAR 
The Spanish poet, Garcia Lorca, 

is perhaps best known through his 
dramas "Blood Wedding" and 
"Yerma" which have been trans
lated and broadcast in several lands. 
Composers of the music for these 
productions have appropriately 
included a part for guitars-so 
important for creating the desired 
atmosphere. 

Lorca himself played the guitar, 
and also the piano, so well, in fact, 
that his friend Manuel de Falla said 
of him: "You know what Lorca is 
as a poet; well, as great or greater 
he could have been as a musician". 

Federico Garcia Lorca was born 
on June 6th, 1899 .in Fuenteva
q ueros, a village of the Granada 
Valley in southern Spain. He was 
the firstborn of a wealthy farmer 
who had married a schoolmistress, 
a cultured Andalusian lady. 

He has been called a "popular" 
poet, in the sense that he was 
steeped in the folk-lore of Spain 
and loved nature and the ordinary 
people. 

In 1922 Lorca collaborated with 
Manuel de Falla and the painter, 
Ignacio de Zuloaga, in organising 
the Fiesta de Cante Jondo in 
Granada. He had a wide knowledge 
of the popular songs of Spain and 
produced a series of gramophone 
records of these songs transcribed 
and harmonised by himself. 

Lorca spent a year in New York 
where his songs and music made 
many friends for him; he also visited 
Cuba in 1930 to give a series of 
lectures. 

Lorca was rather careless about 
collecting and publishing his poems, 
many of which were given to his 
friends. On occasion he would 
declaim an improvised poem without 
ever writing it down. He W<!S a 
modern troubadour in ttis sense. 

Some of his collected poems with 

English translations by Stephen 
Spender and J. L. Gili were pub
lished in 1939 by The Dolphin Book 
Co. Ltd. , 14 Fyfield Road, Oxford 
under the title: "Poems of F. Garcia 
Lorca". (Unfortunately out of print 
at present). These include his poem 
"La Guitarra" (The Guitar) which 
the publishers have kindly given 
permission to be reprinted in 
"Guitar News". It is one of four 
poems of Cante Jondo- the "deep 
song" of Andalusia. 

Federico Garcia Lorca was killed 
in 1936 during the troubles of the 
civil war in Spain. 

(At a performance of Spanish 
Dancing at a Theatre in Cheltenham 
this poem was declaimed during an 
interval between dances- to the 
delight of the many members of 
Cheltenham Classic Guitar Circle 
who were present.) 

THE GUITAR 
The lament 
of the guitar begins. 
The wine cups of the day-break 
are broken. 
The lament 
of the guitar begins. 
It is useless 
to hush it. 
It is impossible 
to hush it. 
It weeps monotonous 
as the water weeps, 
as the wind weeps 
over the snowfall. 
It is impossible 
to hush it. 
It weeps for things 
far away. 
Sands of the warm South 
which ask for white camelias. 
Weeps, arrow without target, 
the evening without morning, 
and the first bird dead 
upon the branch. 
Oh guitar! 
Heart stabbed 
by five swords. 
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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION RESULTS 
The Chigiana Musical Academy (Siena, Italy) has awarded the following prizes 

for guitar compositions: Concertino for Guitar and Orchestra-HA. 'S HAUG of 
Switzerland; Guitar solo-ALEXANDER TANSMA (a Pole residing in France). A 
consolation prize of 50,000 Liras was awarded to JE I TAKACS of Austria. 

The quartets and quintets with guitar were not of sufficiently high standard ~o 
gain awards. 

GUITAR METHOD 
Patricio Galindo has written and published an interesting method (Spanish 

text) with the title "Quieres aprender Musica y tocar la Guitarra en 15 
lecciones?" Each of the fifteen lessons deals with musical theory and practical 
guitar study with exercises (62 in all). The book enes with a chapter on the 
history of the guitar. Price 35 pesetas from Patricio Galindo, Calle Sagunto 
27, Valencia, Spain. 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
Argentina. The Maciel Varela 

instrur,nental ensemble consists of 
four standard guitars, a "guitarrola" 
and a "guitarron". At a concert in 
Buenos Aires this "conjunto" played 
works by Martini, Mozart, Carulli 
and modern Argentine composers. 
They also gave Quartet No. 2 by 
Heinrich Albert its first performance 
in America. 

All the guitar solos in a recent 
recital by Nelly Minotti were by 
modern composers including Suite 
Espanola op. 11 (in six movements) 
by L. Vicente Gascon and "Varia
tions a travers les siecles" by M. 
Castelnuovo Tedesco. 

These are just two of the many 
recitals and concerts of guitar music 
given in the Argentine capital during 
the past few weeks. 

Brazil. In the city of Campinas 
(S. Paulo) a new guitar society 
"Sociedade Violonistica Campine
ira" has been formed. Its President 
is Prof. Milton Rodrigues Nunes. 

In November Carlos Ramos, the 
famous Spanish flamenco guitarist, 
visited Sao Paulo where he made 
recordings for broadcasting. 

BRITAIN 
Channel Islands. Mr. Frank Noel

Petit gave a lecture recital on "The 
Guitar" to the Music Club of 
Guernsey on November 22nd. · The 
musical illustrations consisted partly 
of gramophone records and partly 
of solos by Tarrega and Sor. The 
audience showed keen interest and 
appreciation. 

Mr. Noel-Petit who is a pupil of 
Professor. Santangelo of Guernsey 
returned to his home in Guernsey 
after a year or so in the U.S.A. 
where be met a number of guitarists. 
He is planning further concerts in 
the Channel Islands. 

Cheltenham. Andres Segovia is to 
give a recital at Cheltenham Town 
Hall on. November 25th. 

Meetings of Cheltenham Guitar 
Circle will take place at 6 p.m. on 
February 2nd, February 23rd, March 
29th, April 26th, May 24th, June 
28th, and July 26th. The March 
and April meetings will be at 47 
Clarence Street, an others at Royal 
Well Centre. 

At a concert in Gloucester on 
December 8th Wilfrid M. Appleby 
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played guitar solos and gave a brief nesburg recently- his first guitarist 
talk on "The Guitar". visitors for 20 months. 

Wales. Heolgam Music Club in U.S.A. The Society of the Classic 
conjunction with the Arts Council Guitar of New York presented a 
presented Julian Bream (Guitar), three-part programme on December 
Henriette Canter (Violin), and Paul 11th at its 60th concert. Part I 
Hamburger (Piano) in a concert at demonstrated the guitar in Chamber 
Bridgend on November 28th. The music, Part II gave songs with guitar 
guitar solos included a group by by J. S. Bach, A Scarlatti, F. Sor, 
Purcell, Gavotte (Bach), Andantino etc. Part III showed the guitar in 
(Sor), Minuet (Haydn) and corn- Folklore music of Catalonia, Peru, 
positions by the Spanish composers Chile, Columbia and Spain. 
Torrnba, Malats, Albeniz and The guitars were made by Herman 
Turina. Hauser and played by the S.C.G. 

E rnest C. Haigh played the guitar Guitar Trio: Mirko Marko, Julio 
solo theme in the series of B.B.C. Prol and Vladimir Bobri with 
broadcasts "The Case of the Night Nemone Balfour (Soprano). 
Watchman's Friend". Mr. Haigh is Zephan Alcantara played at a 
President of the Welsh Guitar Circle recent S.C.G. meeting Study (Sor), 
and contra-bassist in the B.B.C. Minuet (Haydn), and Andante 
Welsh Orchestra. (Diabelli). He is a pupil of 

Italy. From Signor E. Remo Alexander Bellow and the youngest 
Roveri, President of • the Milan guitarist ever to play before the 
Society Amici della Chitarra, we S.C.G., being only nine years old. 
learn that a course for guitar has 
been added to the syllabus of the 
Scuola Musicale di Milano. The 
instructor is Amleto Tempestini, 
whose 9-years-old daughter Claudia 
is ample proof of his skill as a 
teacher of the guitar. 

South Africa. At a concert in 
November in Pretoria City Hall the 
following guitar solos were played 
by J. Ryss of Johannesburg: Dan_za 
No. 5 (Granados-Llobet), Recuerdos 
de la Alhambra (Tarrega) and 
Romance de Amor (V. Gomez). 
After the concert Mr. Ryss was 
greeted by a Dutch pianist, Mr. W. 
van Wormelo, who also plays the 
guitar and knows some of the 
guitarists in Holland. The guitar 
is a solo instrument was q~jte a 
novelty in Pretoria and Mr~ Ryss 
was asked to demonstrate it to the 
ol'chestra after the concert. 

Two p:uitarists from Egypt, Mr. 
Dimitri Caloglopoulos and Mr. A. 
Levend is visited Mr. Ryss in Johan-

The American Museum of Natural 
History presented as one of its 
series of Dance programmes Sinda 
Iberia and her Spanish Ensemble. 
The guitarist Roland Valdes Blain, 
played several solos and accom
panied some of the dancing. 

The American Guitar Society 
combined with the Society of 
Ancient Instruments of Caiifornia in 
presenting a sixth concert of ancient 
music at Los Angeles on October 
14th. 

The guitar section of the pro
gramme included many arrange
ments for two guitars which were 
played for the first time as well as 
solos, a guitar trio and pre
Columbian songs from Peru and 
Bolivia. Those taking part were 
Vahdah Bickford, Zarb Bickford. 
Jean Hafford, Howard Henry 
Watkins, Frederick Ferrera and 
Paula Silveja. 
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GUITAR MUSIC 

Frequently we are asked to recommend some good music which is not too 
difficult to play. The recently published transcriptions by Alexander Bellow 
fulfil these requirements to perfection. They are "Five Easy Pieces by J. S. 
Bach" and "Old Vienna Masters" (9 pieces of 17th century lute music). Both 
published by Spanish Music Center, New York. 

The student of the guitar who wishes to try for the first time "somethin:; 
arranged by Segovia" will find most suitable Handel's Aylesford Pieces (No. 
148) and the "4 little pieces by Kuhnau (No. 143). They are published by 
Schott & Co., London. 

_ The Classic Guitar Association 
(An International non-profit-making Organisation) 

President : L. T. Bridell, M.A. 
Committee: Miss Maude Hamilton, Mr. c. E. Robins, 

Miss Joan Prior, Mrs. Kay Appleby (Hon. Treasurer) 
Miss Audrey Horsell (Spanish Translator). 

Hon. Organiser: 
Wilfrid M. Appleby, 47 Clarence Street, Cheltenham (Glos.), Englantl, 

to whom all communications and subscriptions should be sent. 
This organisation has been formed to make the classic (Span:sh) guitar 

better understood and appreciated, to prevent it from being confused a'1d 
associated with its novelty variants (jazz, Hawaiian. electric, etc.), and to 
maintain the essential character and nature of the legitimate !!uitar and iti 
music. Those ~ho agree with these aims are invited to join the C.G.A. 

Membership fee: Five shillings (5/-) a year. 
(U.S.A. 75 cents a year or one dollar covers 16 months.) 
Members receive "Guitar News" without further payment. 

"GUITAR NEWS" Bi-monthly Copyright reserved 
Non-members' subscription to "Guitar News" Five Shillings (5/-) for 6 issues 

(U.S.A. 75 cents for 6 issues or one dollar for 8 issues.) 
U.S. Payments: Dollar notes or International Money Orders are most 

convenient. If a bank draft is sent 10c. should be added for the collection 
charges which we have to pay. 
LONDON AGENTS: Messrs. Schott and Co .. I.t'.i., 4'3 Great Marlborou?h 
Street, London, W. l. from whom single copies may be obtained, price 9d. 

Printerl bv r.loucester Printers Ltd., Blackfriars P~-ss. L»dyhelle,?ate St .. G:ouce"1Pr ' 


